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O R D E R 
 

    This second appeal has been directed against the 

order dtd.30.07.2013 passed by the learned First Appellate 

Authority/Joint Commissioner of Sales Tax, Jajpur Range, Jajpur Road 

(in short, ‘FAA/JCST’) in First Appeal Case No. AA-257 KJ 12-13, 

confirming the demand of Rs.30.08.379.00 raised by the  learned 

Assessing Officer/Assistant Commissioner of Sales Tax, Keonjhar 

Circle, Keonjhar (in short, ‘AO/ACST’) in his order passed on 

28.03.2012 under Section 42 of the Odisha Value Added Tax Act (in 

short, ‘OVAT Act’) for the period from 01.04.2007 to 31.03.2010. 

2.    The brief facts of the case are that the dealer-

appellant is having a crusher unit and engaged in crushing iron ore 

lumps to manufacture size iron ore and iron ore fines and effects sale in 

course of interstate as well as intrastate sales. On the strength of Audit 

Visit Report (in short, AVR) submitted by the Audit Team, Keonjhar 
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Circle, Keonjhar reporting that the dealer has made less payment of 

admitted tax of Rs.4,10,780.00 and Rs.4,88,687.00 during the year 

2007-08 and 2009-10 respectively and had not reversed ITC of 

Rs.93,240.00 during 2009-10, the ld. AO raised demand of tax and 

penalty amounting to Rs.30,08,379.00 by passing order on exparte on 

the ground that the dealer-assessee did not respond to the notice and 

intimations even though the ld. AO has provided adequate opportunity 

of hearing for the same. 

   Being aggrieved, the instant dealer preferred first appeal 

assailing the order of assessment on the following grounds:- 

(i) The assessment order is illegal, arbitrary and bad in law 

inasmuch as the AVR was not issued to the appellant by the ld. 

AO along with the notice in Form VAT-306 which is against the 

principle of natural justice. 

(ii) Passing of the exparte audit assessment order and imposition of 

penalty without detection of suppression of purchase or evasion 

of tax is illegal and bad in law.  

   On careful consideration of AVR, assessment order and 

the grounds of appeal the ld. JCST has come to the conclusion that the 

ld. AO has passed the order on exparte on the grounds that the instant 

dealer did not respond to the notice and intimations issued there-

under. As the instant dealer failed to put forward any reason for late 

payment of admitted tax and failed to utilise the scope of obtaining the 

copy of AVR from the appellate forum, the ld. JCST came to the 

conclusion that there is absence of element of truth in the argument 

that the AVR was not issued along with the notice in Form VAT-306 and 

the instant dealer has not proved anything otherwise. As the grounds of 

appeal are not based on facts and the gross turnover returned by the 

instant dealer was not enhanced and the dealer has not paid admitted 

tax after due adjustment of ITC, the ld.FAA confirmed the assessment 

order and accordingly dismissed the appeal filed by the instant dealer.  

3.   Further aggrieved, the dealer-appellant approached this 

Tribunal on the following grounds:- 
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(i) The ld. JCST has not considered the facts and averments made 

by the petitioner at the time of first appeal hearing without 

considering the explanations in detail and the fact of assessment 

order passed on exparte. The petitioner in course of tax audit 

produced all relevant books of accounts for verification and 

cooperated the audit team in every respect for finalisation of audit 

but without any information discrepancy was raised in the report 

and the order of assessment was passed on exparte without any 

confrontation is arbitrary and illegal. The instant dealer 

maintains purchase register being supported with purchase 

invoices, sales register with sales invoices and detail stock 

account of the transactions and accordingly has filed return in 

due time by paying appropriate tax regularly and satisfactorily 

and in response to notice the dealer-appellant appeared and 

produced some papers and accounts and in confrontation with 

the allegation with the report prayed time till  supply of the AVR 

but without considering the same books of accounts were rejected 

and exparte order was passed which is illegal and intentional one. 

(ii) The allegation raised in report is baseless and has nothing to do 

with the business transactions and books of accounts of the 

dealer-appellant. 

(iii) The imposition of penalty in absence of detection of suppression 

of purchase or any type of escapement of tax or evasion of tax by 

the dealer-appellant is illegal and bad in law. 

4.    Shri. A. K. Mohapatra, ld. Advocate appearing on 

behalf of the dealer-appellant vehemently argued that ld. AO has not 

rendered justice by passing the assessment order exparte without 

providing the dealer-assessee a copy of AVR . He also strenuously 

argued that books of accounts were produced before the ld. FAA at the 

time of appeal hearing and the facts were explained before him but he 

has not considered the averments made. He further took the contention 

that there was no less payment of admitted tax by the dealer-appellant. 
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5.    Per contra, Shri M.S. Raman, Addl. Standing 

Counsel (C.T.) appearing on behalf of the Revenue reiterating the points 

stated in the memo of cross objection filed. He has supported the order 

of the ld. FAA as just and proper as the dealer-appellant has failed to 

provide any evidence in order to substantiate his claim before the 

ld.FAA. He further argued that simply preferring claim without any 

cogent evidence is no claim at all. He brought to the notice of the Bench 

that as per the statutory requirement incorporated in Form VAT-306, 

the copy of AVR is always enclosed along with the form VAT-306 for the 

reference of the dealer along with the notice for assessment of tax as a 

result of audit. He further pointed out from the order of ld. FAA the 

relevant portion relating to non-asking for the copy of AVR by the 

dealer-appellant from the appellate forum and failure in placing 

corroborative evidence against the allegation that there is less payment 

of admitted tax which is the main reason for which demand raised by 

the ld. AO. The gist of argument of the ld. Addl. Standing Counsel(C.T.) 

is that the dealer neither availed the opportunity of obtaining copy of 

the AVR from appellate forum nor produced valid documents along with 

plausible explanations against the alleged less payment of admitted tax. 

Hence the order of the ld. FAA need not be interfered with. 

6.   Heard the rival contentions. Gone through the 

impugned orders of the appeal and assessment, the grounds of appeal 

filed and the cross objection filed by the Revenue. The ld. Advocate on 

behalf of the dealer-appellant appeared but could not convincingly 

proved that the dealer-appellant has not received AVR. Further, he 

could not also convincingly proved with documents that the allegations 

levelled against the business transactions of the dealer-appellant are 

not based on facts. It is also noticed from the AVR that apart from less 

payment of admitted tax of Rs.4,10,780.00 and Rs.4,88,687.00 for the 

years 2007-08 and 2009-10 respectively after adjustment of ITC there is 

also non-reversal of ITC of Rs.93,240.00 during 2009-10. The ld. JCST 

has stated in the appeal order that there is no question of reducing the 

GTO to the return figure as there has been no enhancement of the 
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turnover. On perusal of the order of assessment passed by the ld. AO it 

is noticed that the gross turnover as per the return for the tax periods 

covered under the assessment stands at Rs.14,08,28,906.00  whereas 

the gross turnover determined by the ld. AO for the very period is 

Rs.14,10,80,906.00. The difference of Rs.2,52,000.00 on the score has 

not been explained either by the ld.AO or by the ld. FAA in their orders. 

As the assessment was completed on exparte it appears there was no 

verification of the points raised in AVR with reference to the books of 

accounts maintained by the dealer-appellant. It will be just and proper 

to remand the matter to the ld. AO to assess the dealer afresh after 

proper verification of the books of accounts with reference to the points 

alleged in the AVR by supplying a copy of AVR, if the dealer-assessee 

asks for the same. 

7.   In the result, the appeal is partly allowed. The 

impugned order of the ld. JCST is set aside. The matter is remanded to 

the ld. AO to assess the dealer afresh taking into consideration the 

observations made above within a period of four months from the date 

of receipt of this order. 

 

Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

    (P.C. Pathy)               (P.C. Pathy) 

 Accounts Member-I                 Accounts Member-I 
 
                   I agree,  

          
                     (Suchismita Misra) 
                              Chairman. 

           I agree,      
 

          
                 (Subrat Mohanty) 
               Judicial Member-II 


